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obtained for the native protein and that having mutations and thus answered the question of how 
these mutations affect the structure and conformation of the protein. 
They compared the values obtained by HYDROPRO with experimental values concluding the 
differences in quaternary structure between the native protein and the mutants, and were able to 
reason the default hazard function observed in the mutant. It was even possible to explain the 
nature of the species that was observed in the small additional peak appearing in the sedimentation 
velocity experiment. 
Conclusion 
We have evaluated the learning of the students taking into account their initial academic training. 
After this activity, they acquired the ability to apply a shell-model calculation to predict solution 
properties of rigid biomacromolecules with successful results. Therefore, we show how state-of-
the-art software used worldwide in scientific research has its applicability in teaching at university 
levels. 
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1 Introduction 
In this study we investigate the relation between how teachers teach with computer simulations, 
and how teaching with computer simulations is experienced by their students. Salinas (2008) 
provides a theoretical framework in which he relates the needs of the learners, the levels of 
Bloom’s Taxonomy, the role of the teacher, and the appropriate technology to use. The framework 
links a need for information with a low level in Bloom’s taxonomy and relates this to use of 
presentation technology, e.g. PowerPoint and a directive role of the teacher. Other relations that are 
suggested by this framework, are that teaching with computer simulations allows for fulfilling the 
learners’ need to apply knowledge, that this relates to learning at a higher level of Bloom, and that 
this requires the teacher to be less directive. 
2 Method 
In this study 24 physics teachers were observed during a lesson in which they used computer 
simulations in their teaching. During and after each lesson data were collected from three different 
sources: observations, questionnaires, and interviews. We coded all teacher questions in two ways: 
on whether they were answered by the teachers themselves or by one of their students (Student-
Centeredness-Score), and on the kind of question in relation to the inquiry cycle, e.g. ask for a 
prediction, a hypothesis etcetera (Inquiry-Cycle-Score). 
During the last ten minutes of each observed lesson all students filled in a questionnaire asking 
about their opinions about lessons with computer simulations. The questionnaires were analyzed 
using factor analysis. 
3 Results 
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As a result of the factor analysis on the questionnaire answers, we found two factors of acceptable 
internal consistency: insight (Cronbach’s α = .724) and inspiration (α = .719); and one of good 
internal consistency: motivation (α = .824). 
We related the SCS and ICS to the factors insight, motivation and inspiration to investigate the 
extent in which insight, motivation and inspiration can be predicted by the SCS and ICS. The 
results of these analyses indicate that the ICS accounts for 25% of the variation in the insight factor 
scores (R2 = .25; p < .05), whereas the relation between SCS and insight is non-significant. SCS 
accounts for 18% of the variation in the motivation factor scores (R2 = .18; p < .05), whereas the 
relation between ICS and motivation is non-significant. Regressing the factor inspiration on SCS or 
ICS does not reveal significant relations. The factors insight, motivation and inspiration all 
correlate positively at the p < .01 level (2-tailed):rmotivation-insight = .70,  rmotivation-inspiration = .62,  
and rinsight-inspiration = .55. 
4 Conclusions 
By relating the results of the different data sources, we discovered two relations: a positive relation 
between the Student-Centeredness-Score (SC) and the factor motivation, and a positive relation 
between the Inquiry-Cycle-Score (ICS) and the factor insight. This means that the more a teaching 
approach is student-centered, the more students are convinced that teaching with computer 
simulations contributes to their motivation; and, the more a teaching approach resembles the 
inquiry cycle, the more students are convinced of that teaching with computer simulations 
contributes to their insight. 
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UNILabs (http://unilabs.dia.uned.es) is a network formed by a large number of universities that 
share their laboratory resources in form of online laboratories in many different areas: Physics, 
electronics, control theory, etc. These interactive labs can be either virtual (simulations) or remote 
(using real devices and performing real experiments), and all of them can be collaborative [1-2]. 
This work describes the experiment “Study of the diffraction of light: Fraunhofer approximation”. 
This is a fundamental practice in every Optics course. In this particular case, an experimental setup 
has been especially designed and built in order to use it in a remote way. The experiment counts 
with a virtual (simulated) counterpart so students can familiarize with both the phenomena under 
study and the user interface before they access the actual, remote lab. This practice offers all the 
documentation needed so the students can work in an autonomous way: a practice guide, a user 
interface manual, tests for auto-evaluation… This experiment has been extensively tested by our 
students of the subject Optics over the last 30 years. It has also been used in virtual version. The 
successful incorporation of optics experiments in a remote version in the past [1-2] has encouraged 
us to go one by one incorporating experiments from our laboratory. This particular experiment will 
be available on the net in the second half of this course and will be tested with students in the 
course "Experimental Techniques III" of the Degree in Physics. Regarding the theoretical / 
conceptual framework, it is the same as indicated in the [1-2]. Our purpose is to include the major 
Physics experiments in UNILabs. 
